Automate demand-generated production.

Automated reviews consider dependencies between forecasted demand and current inventory levels and plans to recommend and generate new production jobs.

**Improve Your Production Workflow**

Radius MRP analyzes current and future production requirements and the demand forecast. As sales forecasts are compared against existing production jobs, Radius can recommend changes to job required dates and quantities, or can create new jobs when necessary.

New jobs or changes to existing jobs can be reviewed by schedulers who can ensure proper schedule changes are made. Inadequate or excessive capacity can easily be spotted and production can easily be shifted to resolve potential bottlenecks.

**Import Customer Forecasts**

The effectiveness of your MRP system is only as good as the information it has to consider. Save time and ensure accurate data transfers by using the Radius X-Link program, which provides for the import of forecasts directly from customers or internally-produced spreadsheets.

**Reduce Inventory and WIP**

The continual adjustment of production to demand and economic batch quantities allow your organization to maintain Just-in-time (JIT) planning. Production efficiency is maximized and costs are minimized as you have less Work-in-process (WIP) and finished goods inventory.
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP)

Enrich Your Manufacturing Processes

Become more efficient and improve your productivity with MRP. With more accurate schedules and precise material requirements, you can reduce costs and wasted time. As your internal processes improve based on intelligent information, you’ll see the effects where they really count – with your satisfied customers.

Key Benefits

- Handle your supply-on-demand contracts more efficiently.
- Improve customer service with more accurate and reliable demand fulfillment.
- Allow sales forecasts to drive changes in your production plan.
- Maintain control by optionally reviewing all recommended production changes before implementing them.
- Minimize work-in-process (WIP) and finished goods inventory through more efficient production planning.
- Reduce costs and wasted time with more reliable production plans.

EFI fuels success.

From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.